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Several closely related third-order nonlinear time-resolved spectroscopic techniques, pump/probe
transient absorption, transient grating, and three pulse stimulated photon echo peak shift
measurements, are investigated theoretically and experimentally. It is shown in detail, through the
consideration of response functions and numerical simulations including both finite pulse durations
and detuning from exact resonance, how the solvation dynamics are manifested in these third-order
nonlinear time-resolved spectroscopies. It is shown that the three pulse stimulated photon echo peak
shift measurement and the transient grating measurement can give accurate dynamical information,
whereas transient absorption may not be a reliable technique for a study of solvation dynamics in
some cases. The contribution of very slow or static~inhomogeneous! components to the dynamics,
however, can only be obtained from the three pulse echo peak shift measurements. Comprehensive
experimental measurements are presented to illustrate and corroborate the calculations. We show
that it is possible to separate the intramolecular vibrational and solvent contributions to the
dephasing~or optical lineshape!. Furthermore it is shown that the solvation of polar solutes in polar
protic solvents has rather universal characteristics. The initial ultrafast process, usually identified as
an inertial response of solvent molecules, occurs on a;100 fs time scale, and is essentially identical
in methanol, ethanol, and butanol. The amplitude of this ultrafast component does, however,
decrease with increasing alcohol size in 1-alkanols. The diffusive~.0.5 ps! regime of the solvation
process shows a strong solvent dependence, and may be described satisfactorily by dielectric
relaxation theories. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~96!02716-0#

I. INTRODUCTION

Solvent dynamics plays a crucial role in many chemical
and physical processes in the condensed phases. In particu-
lar, the effects of solvation on the rate of electron transfer
have been under intense study.1–15 Recently, there has been
substantial progress in understanding the dynamics in liquids
as a result of both theoretical16–27 and experimental16,28–35

advances, especially for the latter in the time domain. In
liquids, the environment of a chromophore~either a solvent
molecule in a pure liquid or a solute molecule in a solution!
fluctuates on a wide range of time scales, ranging from;100
fs to nanoseconds and beyond.36–38 Inertial behavior of the
solvent molecules is usually invoked for the initial ultrafast
process occurring on a 100 fs time scale,16–24 and it may
significantly influence the outcome of chemical reactions.

To fully characterize the dynamics, and thereby to obtain
the dynamical spectrum of a system39 or vice versa, one
needs to know the amplitudes of the fluctuations as well as
the time scales of each process. An optical absorption spec-
trum serves as an important probe for the dynamics. How-
ever, to characterize the time scales, one needs to turn to
nonlinear spectroscopies. The third-order nonlinearity is the
lowest-order nonzero nonlinear term in isotropic media, and
nonlinear optical measurements have almost always ex-
ploited the third-order nonlinearity. Recently, studies utiliz-
ing higher-order nonlinear terms are starting to appear. The
third-order nonlinear term involves three field-matter inter-
actions and thus most of the pump/probe type time domain
measurements, where the pump pulse interacts twice with the

system to create a population and/or wave packet, are third-
order nonlinear spectroscopies. Depending on the character-
istics of input pulses, i.e., their frequencies, polarizations,
wave vectors, and time orderings, etc., vastly different sys-
tems with different time scales can be studied~and each
variation of the measurement technique is likely to have its
own name!. Most of the techniques utilizing third-order non-
linearity are closely related, although they may look quite
different and measure different physical processes. For ex-
ample, a transient absorption which primarily measures
population dynamics of an excited state is closely related to
photon echo techniques which are well known to measure an
electronic dephasing time. Traditionally, photon echo40,41

and hole burning42,43experiments have been used to remove
static components~inhomogeneous broadening! from the ab-
sorption spectrum, and thus to obtain dynamical
information—the pure dephasing time,T2. This is possible
when the system has two well separated time scales, and its
absorption spectrum is dominated by the slower component.
Such a time scale separation exists in glasses and crystals at
low temperature. For a system with many different time
scales and/or for a system where inhomogeneous broadening
is not the dominant line broadening mechanism, these tech-
niques can be very difficult if not impossible to interpret
unambiguously.40,41,44–46

The photon echo technique has been used extensively for
the study of dynamics in solids. With the advent of femto-
second lasers, especially Kerr lens mode-locked Ti:sapphire
lasers capable of generating;10 fs pulses,47 the photon echo
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technique has been extended to the study of dynamics in
room temperature liquids,38,44,48–57where the optical dephas-
ing time58 is as short as a few tens of femtoseconds. The
three pulse stimulated photon echo~3PE! has proven to be
very useful in determining the time scales of the system–
bath interaction over a wide dynamic range, from a few fem-
toseconds to several nanoseconds.38,44 A novel six-wave
mixing ~fifth-order three pulse echo! technique has been used
to reveal the inertial nature of the early~,100 fs! solvation
dynamics.38,45 A gated photon echo technique, where the
echo signal for a fixedt delay is time resolved to determine
the ‘‘bare echo’’ signal as a function oft8 ~see Fig. 2!, has
also been used.56 Phase-locked photon echoes have also been
used to separately measure the real and the imaginary part of
a line broadening function,g(t) @see in Eq.~3!#.57,59 It has
been recognized for some time that pump/probe transient
absorption33,60and transient grating61 measurements can also
be used for the study of solvation dynamics. Also, resonance
Raman scattering and fitting of absorption spectra can also
be used for the study of solvent dynamics.62

Most of the experimental data on solvation dynamics
with good time-resolution has been obtained using time-
resolved fluorescence~TF! utilizing the up-conversion
method.16,28–32,63A characteristic frequency of the fluores-
cence spectrum is measured as a function of time, and the
Stokes shift function,S(t), is constructed:64

S~ t !5
n~ t !2n~`!

n~0!2n~`!
, ~1!

wheren’s are, for example, the first moment of the fluores-
cence spectrum at times zero,t, and infinity. In the high
temperature limit,S(t) is identical to the transition frequency
correlation function:65

M ~ t !5
^Dv~0!Dv~ t !&

^Dv2&
, ~2!

whereDv(t)5^veg&2v(t). Here^veg& is the average tran-
sition frequency andv(t) is the transition frequency at time
t, and the brackets indicate ensemble average. This transition
frequency correlation function will be seen to underlie all
three techniques considered, thus establishing a very close
connection with the fluorescence studies. TypicalS(t) func-
tions obtained from fluorescence measurements usually ex-
hibit strongly bimodal character with a fast time constant of
100;200 fs.16,28–30 Recently, Maroncelli and co-workers
presented a comprehensive series of fluorescence measure-
ments of coumarin 153 in various polar and nonpolar
solvents.16 The 100;200 fs process was identified as an in-
ertial response of solvent while diffusive dielectric relaxation
processes are responsible for the longer time scales.

In this paper, we present a comprehensive theoretical
and experimental study on three different but closely related
time domain third-order nonlinear spectroscopies: pump/
probe transient absorption~TA!, transient grating~TG!, and
three pulse photon echo peak shift~3PEPS! measurements
on a system where the input pulses are resonant~or near-
resonant! with an electronic transition. In the theory section

~Sec. III! we show in detail how these measurements can
give dynamical information of a system, and how each tech-
nique is related to others. Third-order nonlinear signals are
calculated numerically starting from a single transition fre-
quency correlation function@Eq. ~2!#, M (t). It is shown
through numerical simulations thatM (t) can be obtained
using the three techniques. In particular, the 3PEPS signal is
shown to followM (t) directly. In the experimental section,
we present 3PEPS, TG, and TA measurements for two dyes
~HITCI and IR144! in several polar solvents. The results
confirm and illustrate the theoretical predictions of Sec. III.
They also allow us to obtainM (t) functions for each of the
solvent systems and to further dissectM (t) into its contribu-
tions from intra and intermolecular dynamics. We briefly
compare our results with the fluorescence studies of Ref. 16.

II. EXPERIMENT

The laser system and experimental setup for the three
pulse time-resolved measurements has been described
previously.66 A cavity-dumped Kerr lens mode-locked
Ti:sapphire laser with a center frequency of 780 nm is used.
The laser generates near transform-limited pulses as short as
16 fs with a pulse energy of over 40 nJ at repetition rates up
to 1 MHz. The laser spectrum is nearly Gaussian with a
bandwidth of;50 nm~FWHM!. Pulse autocorrelation func-
tions measured in a;30 mm KDP crystal suggest that the
temporal profile of the pulse is also close to Gaussian. A pair
of external LaKL21 prisms are used to compensate for the
group velocity dispersion~GVD! from the optical compo-
nents. The experimental setup is a general three beam optical
delay line setup configured in a ‘‘box’’ geometry. The three
beams form an equilateral triangle when viewed from the
beam propagation direction. Two of the beams are delayed
by stepper motor driven translation stages~Klinger! with
minimum step sizes of 0.1 and 0.02mm. For the echo and
transient grating measurements the pulses are split into three
equal energy pulses and focused by a 10 cm focal length
lens. Ap-reflection from a BK7 window is used as a probe
beam in the transient absorption measurement.

To minimize the thermal grating effect and other higher-
order phenomena, pulses are attenuated to;1.0 nJ~unless
specified! before the first beam-splitter and used at a repeti-
tion rate of 152 kHz. The samples were circulated at a speed
of ;5 cm3/s through a 100mm quartz flow cell. At this pulse
energy and repetition rate, thermal grating and other high
intensity effects are negligible. All of the measurements were
performed at room temperature. Infrared dyes HITCI and
IR144 are used as received from Exciton Co. The dyes were
added to the solutions until the pulse transmittance became
;70%, which results in a dye concentration of;231024 M
for IR144 and;531024 M for HITCI.

III. THEORY AND NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS

A. Response functions

All of the nonlinear spectroscopic signals can be conve-
niently calculated using the response function formalism.
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The response functions for the third-order nonlinear spectro-
scopic techniques have been presented previously by many
authors.67–69 Mukamel and co-workers have presented a
comprehensive theory on the nonlinear response function
formalism together with the Brownian oscillator model as a
bath dynamics.65,67 In the Brownian oscillator model, each
nuclear mode is treated as a harmonic oscillator subject to a
Langevin equation with time-independent friction. The for-
malism presented below can be found in Ref. 67, and is
repeated here for completeness. We consider a molecular
system with two electronic states,ue& and ug&, coupled with
external electromagnetic fields through electric dipole inter-
actions. The center transition frequency of the molecular sys-
tem isveg , and the electromagnetic fields are resonant~or
near resonant! with the e–g transition. Three different but
closely related third order nonlinear time-resolved spectro-
scopic techniques, i.e., pump/probe transient absorption
~TA!, transient grating~TG!, and three pulse stimulated pho-
ton echo~3PE! measurements are investigated.

Dephasing is described by the fluctuations of a transition
frequency70 and thus a key quantity in describing all of the
measurements is an electronic Bohr frequency correlation
function,M (t). All of the relevant system dynamics are con-
tained inM (t). UsingM (t) is equivalent to a spectral den-
sity approach used in a previous report.38 A line broadening
function,gi(t), for a modei can be calculated fromMi(t):

67

gi~ t !5 il iE
0

t

dt1 Mi~ t1!1^Dv i
2&E

0

t

dt1E
0

t1
dt2 Mi~ t2!,

~3!

whereli is a reorganization energy and^Dvi
2&1/2 is a cou-

pling strength.li and ^Dvi
2& are related by the fluctuation–

dissipation theorem. In the high temperature limit
(\v i!kBT), ^Dv i

2&52kBTl i /\ and the solvent Stokes shift
is 2li .

65 The high temperature limit is likely to hold in most
cases, since the solvent spectra of most liquids are centered
around 60 cm21.21 For a typical multimode system,
g(t)5( igt(t). The steady-state absorption and emission
spectra of the system can be calculated easily fromg(t):65,67

sA~v!5E
2`

`

dt exp@2 i ~v2veg!t#exp@2g~ t !#, ~4a!

sE~v!5E
2`

`

dt exp@2 i ~v2veg!t#exp@2g* ~ t !#, ~4b!

whereveg is the center transition frequency of thee–g sys-
tem and the subscriptA andE indicate absorption and emis-
sion, respectively. Thus, the real and imaginary parts ofg(t)
have a simple physical interpretation. The real part ofg(t)
determines the width of the transition while the imaginary
part determines the center transition frequency at timet.
When the imaginary part ofg(t) is ignored, the absorption
and the emission spectra are identical with each other and
their widths are determined by the real part ofg(t). For a
system which can be described by a singleMi(t),gi(t) is
fully determined oncêDvi

2& ~or li! andMi(t) are known.
For a real system where dynamics results from many pro-
cesses, the real and imaginary parts of eachgi(t) must be

added separately to getg(t). In the high temperature limit,
where^Dvi

2& andli have the same linear relation for every
mode (̂ Dv i

2&52kBTl i /\), a singleM (t) can still be used
to calculate both the real and the imaginary part ofg(t). In
this case, each mode carries a relative coupling strength in
M (t)@5( i^Dv i

2& rM i(t), where the subscriptr indicates
relative coupling strength#.

For the weak-field limit where the perturbation theory is
valid, the third order polarization requires three field–matter
interactions at timest i by electric fieldsEi~t i ,vi ,k i!, where
the subscripti runs from 1 to 3.vi and k i are the carrier
frequency and the wave vector of the pulsei , respectively.
The third-order polarizations,P~3!(t8), radiated into the
phase-matching directions6k16k26k3 are created by the
three interactions. In the following, we consider a signal ra-
diated into the phase-matching direction2k11k21k3. This
is not a limitation, since we allow all the possible time or-
derings for the three interactions. For a TA measurement,E1
andE2 come from the same pulse, and thus the signal phase
matching direction,2k11k11k3, is equal to the probe beam
direction. However,2k11k21k3 will be used for the TA
measurement also, since positive~1vi! and negative~2vi!
Fourier components are treated as different frequencies.
There are 48 different Liouville space pathways~for degen-
erate frequencies, there are 24 pathways! to createP~3!(t8) in
the2k11k21k3 direction. When the fields are resonant only
with the e–g transition, eight fully resonant Feynman dia-
grams can be obtained as shown in Fig. 1. In the impulsive
limit with fixed time ordering, only two diagrams need to be

FIG. 1. Two level system~excited,ue&, and ground,ug& states! double-sided
Feynman diagrams for third-order nonlinear optical spectroscopies in the
rotating-wave approximation. The third order polarization has a phase
matching direction of2k11k21k3. The left and right vertical lines repre-
sent the ket and bra of the density matrix, respectively. Time increases from
bottom to top.k represents the wave vector of the in/out-going field. The
arrows on the left and right vertical lines represent the field–matter interac-
tions on the ket and bra states, respectively. For a complete description of
the Feynman diagram and other diagrammatic techniques, refer to Refs.
67~a!, 83, 112, and 113. 1, 2, and 3 are input pulses andS denotes signal
polarization.ri j represents a nonzero density matrix element during the time
interval. After the second field–matter interaction,R1–R4 create an excited
state population whileR5–R8 create a ground state population.
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considered for each phase-matched signal. In general, how-
ever, it is necessary to keep all of them. The time ordering of
the pulses and the notations used for time delays are shown
in Fig. 2. t1, t2, and t3 indicate the field–matter interaction
points to create the third-order polarization,P(3)(t8), at t8,
while t18 , t28 , andt38 represent time delays between the inter-
action points as shown in the figure. The center to center
distances of the pulses 1 and 2 and the pulses 2 and 3 aret
andT, respectively.t andT are the delays that can be con-
trolled in an actual experiment. In the delta function fields
limit, t18 5 t, t28 5 T, andt38 5 t8.

Onceg(t) is given, the response functions correspond-
ing to the Feynman diagrams listed in Fig. 1 can be calcu-
lated using a second order cumulant expansion:67

R1~5R4!5exp$2g* ~ t18!1g~ t28!2g* ~ t38!2g* ~ t181t28!

2g~ t281t38!1g* ~ t181t281t38!%, ~5a!

R2~5R3!5exp$2g~ t18!2g* ~ t28!2g* ~ t38!1g~ t181t28!

1g* ~ t281t38!2g~ t181t281t38!%, ~5b!

R5~5R8!5exp$2g* ~ t18!1g* ~ t28!2g~ t38!2g* ~ t181t28!

2g* ~ t281t38!1g* ~ t181t281t38!%, ~5c!

R6~5R7!5exp$2g~ t18!2g~ t28!2g~ t38!1g~ t181t28!

1g~ t281t38!2g~ t181t281t38!%. ~5d!

The second-order cumulant expansion is exact when the
variable follows Gaussian statistics. The Condon approxima-
tion is also used in addition to the approximations used al-
ready ~electric dipole interaction and the rotating wave ap-
proximation!. A third-order polarization,P(3)(t8), is created
via the response functions and it acts as a source term for the
various third-order nonlinear signals.

The diagrams shown in Fig. 1 can be divided into two
groups: Those that can cause rephasing (R1 ,R4 ,R5 ,R8) thus
form an echo and those that cannot cause rephasing
(R2 ,R3 ,R6 ,R7). For the response functions that can cause
rephasing, the polarization during the first coherence period
(t18) and that during the second coherence period (t38) are
complex conjugates of each other, while they have the same
sign for those that cannot cause rephasing. The third-order

polarization decay,P(3)(t8), for the nonrephasing diagrams,
is close to a free induction decay~FID!. Whent18 5 0, how-
ever, the third-order polarization is always a FID for both the
rephasing and the nonrephasing response functions. A trivial
yet critical point here is that the rephasing action relies on
the correlation between the evolution duringt18 and that dur-
ing t38 . As t28 increases, the system loses memory on the
transition frequency, and thus the signal from the rephasing
diagrams approaches those of the nonrephasing diagrams. In
the long time limit, whereM (t)50, the rephasing and non-
rephasing terms will contribute equally to the
signal—P(3)(t8) from both rephasing and nonrephasing dia-
grams then represent a free induction decay vst8. The action
of rephasing is critical to the third-order signal and thus to
the study of the dynamics.

The diagrams shown in Fig. 1 can also be divided into
two groups in a different way: Those that create population
in the excited state (R12R4) and those that create popula-
tion in the ground state (R52R8). During the time interval
t28 ~this correspond toT in the impulsive limit!, the system
evolves either in the ground (R52R8) or in the excited state
(R12R4) surfaces. Response functions that create excited
state population contain an additional decay resulting from
the excited state lifetime71 as well as the decay resulting
from M (t). The response functions that create ground state
population, however, do not actually create a population
grating which is essential in generating the signal—they cre-
ate a wave packet~hole! in the ground state. Once the ground
state dynamics which modulates the transition frequency is
over, they no longer contribute to the signal. In the calcula-
tions below, we dropped theR52R8 terms, since the wave-
packet dynamics from both ground and excited states are
included inM (t) ~they are indistinguishable in an experi-
ment unless known from an independent source72!.

B. Model M(t ) and the numerical calculation of the
response functions

SinceM (t) is a transition (ue&– ug&) frequency correla-
tion function, fluctuations both in the ground and excited
states are important. This is true even in a time-resolved
fluorescence measurement where only the excited state wave
packet is created.73 After an instantaneous electronic transi-
tion, the system responds to the perturbation~for example,
the dipole moment of the solute in the ground and the excited
state may differ!, and the response of the system modulates
the e–g transition frequency. In the case of weak solvent–
solute coupling, where the perturbation due to thee–g tran-
sition is small, the eigenstates of a solute will resemble those
of the isolated molecule. The vibrational levels are generally
only weakly coupled with the solvent, i.e., the vibrational
energy in an electronic state is only weakly dependent on the
solvent–chromophore configuration. If indeed the vibrational
levels in an electronic state are only weakly coupled with the
chromophore–solvent configuration, the vibrational energy
during T is mostly preserved. That is, the electronic transi-
tion energy fluctuates rapidly, but the potential energy curve
of the chromophore does not undergo significant change.

FIG. 2. Time ordering of pulse sequences and notations for various times
and time intervals.t andT denote the center to center distances between the
pulse pairs~1, 2! and~2, 3!, respectively.t1, t2, andt3 denote field–matter
interaction points, whilet18 , t28 , andt38 denote the delays between the inter-
action points.P(3)(t8) is the third order polarization generated by the three
interactions att18 , t28 , andt38 .
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Therefore the vibrational linewidth is relatively sharp both in
the ground and excited state even though the electronic ab-
sorption line shape is not, and this is why a hole cannot be
burnt for an electronic absorption band even though the chro-
mophore has narrow vibrational transitions. The contribu-
tions to M (t) may then be separated into intramolecular
wave-packet motions and chromophore–bath dissipation
processes~vertical fluctuation of the potential curves!. This
separation into intramolecular~chromophore! and intermo-
lecular ~chromophore–bath! modes will not always be clear
cut. The solvent modes generally have a continuous spec-
trum peaked at relatively low frequencies and lead to appar-
ently irreversible relaxation, whereas the higher frequency
intramolecular modes with narrow widths~slow dephasing!
produce oscillatory shifts in the transition frequency. How-
ever, if the molecule itself contains many strongly coupled
low frequency modes it may not be possible to make a dis-
tinction between system and bath~i.e., the molecule acts as
its own bath!.

In principle, the energy levels~and the transition fre-
quency! can be calculated once the solute–solvent configu-
ration is known. For the configuration dependent electronic
energies of the ground and the excited states, a simulation by
Root is enlightening.74 It was found that ground and excited
states electronic energies are very strongly dependent on the
solvent configuration. However, they are strongly correlated
with each other, i.e., the transition energy is not as strongly
dependent on the solvent–solute configuration as the elec-
tronic energy of a state. If the chromophore–solvent configu-
ration is stationary on a time scale of (DE)21, whereDE is
a distribution of the energy that a particular process may
span, this distribution directly represents an absorption spec-
trum. This limit is the so-calledslow modulation limit~inho-
mogeneous broadening!. A chromophore in a low tempera-
ture glass is a typical example. When the configuration is not
stationary on a time scale of (DE)21, the distribution no
longer represents the absorption spectrum and the fluctuation
time scale becomes critical. In the so-calledfast modulation
limit, where the fluctuation is much faster than (DE)21, the
line broadening is homogeneous. In liquids there are multiple
~even continuous! fluctuation time scales over a broad time
range, and classification into homogeneous and inhomoge-
neous broadening is inappropriate. Here we attempt to rep-
resent real liquid systems with a few distinct time scales
using a modelM (t).

A single dynamical process can also be described at sev-
eral different levels of sophistication. In the simplest—the
optical Bloch limit—dynamics are either infinitely fast~ho-
mogeneous! or stationary~inhomogeneous!: M (t)51 for in-
homogeneous broadening andM (t)5d(t) for homogeneous
broadening. Alsog(t) is real~l50! in the Bloch model—the
center transition frequency does not change in time, although
g(t) can be extended to a complex form with an appropriate
l using Eq.~3!. For the well-known Kubo stochastic model,
M (t)5D2 exp~2t/tc! andg(t) is given by68,69

g~ t !5~Dtc!
2$exp~2t/tc!1t/tc21%, ~6!

whereD is the rms Gaussian fluctuation amplitude. As with

the Bloch model, in the Kubo stochastic model the center
transition frequency does not change in time-g(t) is real.
WhenM (t) has a finite time scale, the system retains tran-
sition frequency information fort,tc . For t@tc , however,
the system loses the information on the transition frequency
and the rephasing is no longer possible. That is, the dynam-
ics of the system is in its static~inhomogeneous! limit for a
smallT but it is in the fast modulation limit forT@tc . This
passage from inhomogeneous to homogeneous for a single
stochastic process has been discussed previously by Loring
and Mukamel.75 This is the basic principle of how the time-
resolved techniques discussed here can be used for the study
of dynamics.

In the Brownian oscillator model,M (t) is just a damped
harmonic oscillator when the friction kernel in the general-
ized Langevin equation is approximated as a delta function
~time-independent friction!.67 In the Brownian oscillator
model,gi(t) is given by Eq.~3! and thus the imaginary part
of gi(t) is not zero—the center transition frequency is time
dependent. The Brownian oscillator model gives physically
correct initial behavior where the dynamics must be inertial
in contrast to the Kubo stochastic model which has diffusive
behavior even at time zero. That is, [dMi(t)/dt] t5050 for a
Brownian oscillator. For the overdamped Brownian oscilla-
tor, the real part of the response function behaves similarly to
the Kubo model.

The response functions can be calculated easily once
g(t) is known. 3PE and TG signals as a function oft8 in the
impulsive limit are the modulus squared of the appropriate
response functions given by the time ordering. Transient ab-
sorption is a heterodyned signal between the third-order po-
larization and the probe field. Figure 3 shows the rephasing,
uR1(t8)u

2, and nonrephasing,uR2(t8)u
2, response functions vs

t8 for a slightly over-damped Brownian oscillator. The delay
between the first and the second interactions,t, is set to 30
fs. The population decay is not included. The Brownian os-
cillator has anM (t), whose time constant,tc ,

76 is ;100 fs.
For small T, the rephasing response function,uR1(t8)u

2,
peaks near 30 fs revealing an echolike signal although no
static inhomogeneous broadening is included in the calcula-
tion. That is, at times smaller thantc , memory of the transi-
tion frequency is retained enabling a rephasing process. For
long T, uR1(t8)u

2 does not show an echo indicating that the
system lost its memory of the transition frequency, and
rephasing is no longer possible. Also, note that the area un-
der uR1(t8)u

2 decreases asT increases. In the conventional
Bloch model, wide inhomogeneous broadening is essential to
create an echo. Moreover, the response functions do not de-
pend onT. As shown in Fig. 3~b!, the nonrephasing response
function, uR2(t8)u

2, decays monotonically at allT’s. How-
ever, it is interesting to note thatuR2(t8)u

2 actually slows
down slightly as T increases, and thus the area under
uR2(t8)u

2 increases slightly asT increases. Physically, this
arises from the fact thatM (t) should be a decreasing func-
tion for any dissipative physical processes. For our choice of
M (t), the real part ofg(t) is quadratic aroundt50, while it
is linear in the larget limit. Therefore a sum of the four
terms involving t28 in the exponent ofR2(t) @Eq. ~5b!# is
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always negative with an asymptotic value of zero. Thus, the
area underuR2(t8)u

2 always increases asT increases. These
facts are critical in understanding how the solvation process
is manifested in the time-resolved third-order nonlinear spec-
troscopies discussed below.

C. Three pulse photon echo peak shift (3PEPS)

In the three pulse stimulated photon echo~3PE! mea-
surement, the signal~integrated overt8! into the phase-
matching direction of2k11k21k3 is measured as a function
of t for a fixed T. In the impulsive limit where the pulse
duration is much shorter than any of the dynamical time
scales of the system, the signal is proportional to the modu-
lus squared of the response function:

I ~t,T!}E
0

`

dt8uR~t,T,t8!u2. ~7!

The echo signal in the impulsive limit can be understood
easily.44,67~c! The pulse sequence fort.0 is 1–2–3,while it
is 2–1–3 fort,0. For t positive, the rephasing diagramR1
is the only nonzero term, while the nonrephasing diagramR2
is the only nonzero term fort,0. Thus the 3PE signal for
t.0 andt,0 represents the integrated~over t8! rephasing
and non-rephasing response functions, respectively. Figure 4
shows 3PE signals for several differentT values for the same
Brownian oscillator form forM (t) as used in Fig. 3. ForT
smaller than the time constant ofM (t), the signal shows
asymmetry indicating that the system’s rephasing ability. For
T@tc , the system can no longer rephase and the signal be-
comes symmetric. It is interesting to note that the 3PE signal
vs t shows a maximum at positivet even in the impulsive

limit. This is in contrast to the common notion that the echo
signal should decay monotonically ast increases, and that
the echo signal may peak at positivet only through the finite
pulse duration—the effect of convolution. This peak shift
from t50 in 3PE is due to the fact that the measured signal
is an integration overt8. Figure 5 shows theuR1u

2 as a func-
tion of t8 for severalt values. Whent is zero, full rephasing
occurs att850 and thus the signal decreases monotonically
ast8 increases. However, whent is not equal to zero but less
than the irreversible decay time scale, the peak of the 3PE
signal vst8 appears att85t due to the rephasing process, and
thus the area overt8 increases. Further increase oft causes a
decrease in the signal as a result of irreversible dephasing.
Thus the 3PE signal vst shows a characteristic shift from
t50. Since this shift is related to the rephasing capability, it
becomes smaller~the signal becomes more symmetric w.r.t.

FIG. 3. Modulus squared of the rephasing,uR1u2, ~a!, and nonrephasing,
uR2u2, ~b! response functions vst8 for a near-critically overdamped Brownian
oscillator modelM (t). D, v, andg are 200, 115, and 240 cm21, respec-
tively. t is set to 30 fs, whileT is varied:~a! from top to bottom,T50, 20,
40, 60, 80, 100,̀ fs; ~b! from bottom to top,T50, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100,̀ fs.
Note thatuR1u2 and uR2u2 are identical atT5`.

FIG. 4. Three pulse stimulated photon echo signal~integrated overt8! vs t
for several values ofT, the population period, in the impulsive limit calcu-
lated using the same Brownian oscillatorM (t) as in Fig. 3. From top to
bottom,T50, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100,̀ fs.

FIG. 5. Demonstration of the shift to positivet values in a three pulse echo
signal~3PE vst!. The rephasing response function,uR1u2, is plotted vst8 for
different t values using the same Brownian oscillator used in Fig. 3. For
smallt values, the curve is peaked att85t as a result of rephasing. Note that
the area under each curve~i.e. the echo signal integrated overt8! initially
increases with increasingt as a result rephasing of even though the maxi-
mum value of the rephasing function decreases.
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t! as T increases, and the rephasing capability diminishes.
When the peak shift is measured as a function ofT, the shift
is found to followM (t) closely. Recently, Choet al.77 have
shown that the time dependence of the peak shift is very
close toM (t) for t>100 fs. It is not difficult to see that the
3PE peak shift should occur even in the Bloch limit when the
homogeneous and inhomogeneous widths are comparable.44

In the Bloch limit, however, the shift is small and does not
change asT changes.

In a typical photon echo measurement in a room tem-
perature liquid, the pulse duration is comparable to the
dephasing time scale and the pulse field envelope must be
convoluted with the response functions with proper time or-
derings. In actual 3PE measurements, it is important to keep
the population period~the delay between the second and the
third pulse! constant for both positive and negativet during
a scan. In the 3PE measurement performed here, two phase-
matched signals atk12k21k3 and2k11k21k3, which are
mirror images to each other, are measured
simultaneously.44,49To keepT constant, especially for small
T, the scan is done as follows. Initially, pulse 1 is being
scanned while pulse 2 and 3 are stationary. In this case pulse
1 arrives at the sample first~t.0!, and pulse 2 and 3 are
separated byT. When pulse 1 reachest50, i.e., overlaps
with pulse 2, pulse 3 starts to move in parallel with pulse 1.
That is, for t,0, the pulse sequence is2–1–3with pulse
2–1 and 1–3 separations ofutu and T, respectively. The
third-order nonlinear polarization for a givent, T, and t8 is
now a sum of all four possible time orderings~R1 through
R4!, and each term is represented by the convolution of the
response function with the field envelopes with proper time
ordering:

P~3!~t,T,t8!}E
0

`

dt38E
0

`

dt28E
0

`

dt18(
i51

4

Ri~ t18 ,t28 ,t38!

3E1* ~k1 ,t1!E2~k2 ,t2!E3~k3 ,t3!, ~8!

whereEi is an electric field with a wave vectork i . In the
actual experiment, the 3PE signal,uP(3)(t,T,t8) u2, integrated
over t8 is measured as a function oft andT.

The effect of finite pulse duration is shown in Fig. 6
where the peak shift in 3PE is calculated for a Gaussian field
envelope. In all of the calculations~3PEPS, TG, and TA!
including field envelopes, the pulses are always transform
limited. That is, once the pulse duration is determined, the
frequency spectrum is determined automatically. Also the
excited state lifetime is set to infinity—the signal decay is
solely due to the solvation dynamics excluding population
relaxation. As expected, the peak shift increases as the pulse
duration increases. Nevertheless, the time constants obtained
from moderately long pulses are remarkably similar to the
time constant in the impulsive limit. This feature will be
extremely useful for the measurements of ultrafast processes
such as the initial solvation of a solute in water which is
calculated to be ;50 fs for large molecular
solutes,18,21~b!,22,23,26,78,79but has not yet been completely
time resolved.30 The insensitivity to pulse duration will also

be useful when the pulse frequency spectrum must be narrow
to achieve spectral selectivity.

The insensitivity of the 3PEPS to the pulse duration can
also be illustrated in a different way. Figure 7 shows calcu-
lated 3PE signal atT50 ~a! and 3PEPS~b! signals for vari-
ous pulse durations.M (t) now contains an oscillatory com-
ponent ~a damped cosinusoid! to mimic an intramolecular

FIG. 6. The effect of pulse duration on the three pulse echo peak shift
~3PEPS! as a function of the population period,T, is shown for the same
Brownian oscillator used in Fig. 3. The pulse durations~FWHM of the pulse
intensity profile! are;* , 40 fs;1, 20 fs;D, 10 fs;s, 0 fs. The time constants
obtained from a linear fit~solid lines! are from top to bottom, 69.7, 70.7,
71.0, and 69.5 fs, respectively.

FIG. 7. The effect of pulse duration on~a! individual normalized 3PE sig-
nals and~b! 3PEPS are shown for a system with a fast oscillation inM (t).
The curves are offset by 0.2 in~a! and by 3 fs in~b!, successively. TheM (t)
is a sum of the Brownian oscillator used in Fig. 3 and a damped cosinusoid
with a frequency of 600 cm21, damping time of 1 ps, and a coupling
strength of 150 cm21. T50 fs in ~a!. With a pulse duration of 20 fs, the
oscillation is not visible in the 3PE signal~a!, although a trace of oscillation
is still visible in the 3PEPS signal~b! for a 30 fs long pulse. Also note that
the peak shift can be negative in 3PEPS, just asM (t) can.
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mode, in addition to the slightly overdamped Brownian os-
cillator. For pulse durations much shorter than the period of
the oscillation~50 fs! the 3PE signal atT50 ~and two pulse
echo signal also! clearly shows a shoulder resulting from the
oscillatory component. As the pulse duration gets longer, the
shoulder is quickly washed out by convolution. In 3PEPS,
however, the oscillation is clearly evident with much longer
pulses as shown in Fig. 7~b!.

To show that 3PEPS actually followsM (t) closely, cal-
culations using modelM (t)’s were performed, and the cal-
culated 3PEPS are fitted to the functional form of the model
M (t). The ModelM (t) used is a sum of a Gaussian, an
exponential, and a damped cosinusoid. A typical calculated
3PEPS and the fit is shown in Fig. 8 together with theM (t).
The fitting results are listed in Table I. The table shows that
3PEPS indeed followsM (t) closely. In particular, the 3PEPS
decay times closely match those inM (t) except for the
Gaussian component. The actual time constant of the Gauss-
ian inM (t), however, is 56 fs76 ~not 70 fs! and is reasonably
close to the time constant from the fit. The phase of the
oscillation, however, is shifted significantly~;20 fs!. The

amount of the shift, however, does not depend on the fre-
quency or phase inM (t). That is, for a calculation with
several oscillatory components, each oscillation will be
shifted by the same amount in time units, not in radians. This
shift depends weakly on the pulse duration, and increases
slightly as the pulse duration increases.

It is interesting to note that the peak shift can also be
negative. When the slow exponential component is dropped
from the M (t) used above~Fig. 8!, the 3PEPS shows an
oscillation around zero peak shift. When oscillations inM (t)
make the peak shift negative, rephasing occurs at negativet.
For a system with a static component,M (t) will have an
offset proportional to the relative coupling strength of the
static component. The 3PEPS in this case will also have an
offset just as inM (t). This feature will be very useful for
detection of static components~inhomogeneity!.

D. Transient grating

The transient grating~TG! measurement is very similar
to the 3PE measurement. A signal in the same phase-
matching direction,2k11k21k3, is measured while scan-
ning T but now t50 ~pulse 1 and 2 overlap in time!. The
measured TG signal is again the time-integrated modulus
squared of the third-order polarization:

I TG~T!5E
2`

`

dt8uP~3!~0,T,t8!u2. ~9!

Physically, a spatial transmission grating is formed in the
sample by the interference of the two input pulses.61 The
grating is destroyed by processes such as population relax-
ation, spectral diffusion, and spatial diffusion. A third pulse
is scattered off the grating into the Bragg angle. As shown in
the previous section, the rephasing process causes the signal
to peak at finitet values. It can be seen easily that in the
impulsive limit t18 is always zero, and the TG is not sensitive
to the rephasing process or to a change in the center absorp-
tion frequency. For a finite pulse durationt18 can be as large
as the pulse envelope, and rephasing diagrams with nonzero
t18 will contribute to the signal. Thus spectral diffusion~sol-
vation! will only appear in a finite pulse duration measure-
ment when the pulse duration is longer than the electronic
dephasing time scale. The imaginary part of the response
function also contributes to the signal in the finite pulse du-

FIG. 8. Model calculation of 3PEPS vsT using anM (t) which composed of
an ultrafast Gaussian, an exponential with a time constant 1 ps, and a
damped cosinusoid. The pulse is on resonance~Dv of 0 cm21! and has a
duration of 20 fs. A nonlinear least-squares fit~solid line! of the calculated
peak shift using the same functional form asM (t) is also shown. The
functional form ofM (t) and the parameter values actually used for calcu-
lation as well as the fit results are listed in Table I. See the footnote of Table
I for details.

TABLE I. Nonlinear least fit results for the calculated 3PEPS, TG, and TA signals using a modelM (t).

A1 t1, fs A2 t2, fs A3 t3, fs v3, cm
21 p3, rad

M (t)a 0.55 70 0.31 1000 0.14 1000 200 0
3PEPSb 0.68c 36 0.24 980 0.08 1030 199.2 0.634
TGd 0.85 29 0.11 820 0.04 754 198.9 0.30
TAd 0.54 54 0.38 1660 0.08 1490 200.6 20.1

aM (t) is specified byM (t)5A1 exp(2(t/t1)
2)1A2 exp(2t/t2)1A3 exp~2t/t3!cos(v3t1p3).

bThe fitting function is a sum of two exponentials and a damped cosinusoid.
cThis corresponds to a peak shift of 14.4 fs.
dThe fitting function is the same as in 3PEPS but convoluted with a Gaussian pulse autocorrelation envelope.
Also a base line is added. Time zero and the width of the Gaussian are varied in the fit. When they are fixed
to zero and 28.3 fs~the autocorrelation width of the 20 fs pulse used in the calculation!, respectively, the fit
becomes unacceptable.
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ration measurement in contrast to the impulsive limit where
the imaginary part of the response function does not contrib-
ute to the signal. The imaginary part ofg(t) changes the
center transition frequency, thus the grating diffraction effi-
ciency will be modulated. Depending on the pulse durations
of the pump~pulse 1 and 2! and probe pulses, the signal will
have different sensitivities to the real and imaginary parts of
g(t). When the pump pulses are longer than the dephasing
time but the probe is a delta function, the signal will only be
sensitive to the real part ofg(t) within the Condon approxi-
mation. For delta function pump pulses and long probe
pulses, the sensitivity to the dynamics in TG signal comes
only from the imaginary part of the response function. For
the parameters used here, the imaginary part ofg(t) makes a
minor contribution to the signal.

In Fig. 9~a!, TG signals are calculated for several differ-
ent pulse durations. Also shown in Fig. 9~b! is the depen-
dence on detuning from exact resonance with the optical
transition. TheM (t) used in these calculations has an ul-
trafast Gaussian~70 fs! component and an exponential com-
ponent with a time constant of 1 ps. Here also the excited
state lifetime contribution is neglected. The calculated TG
signal can be decomposed into a portion that reflects dynam-
ics and a portion that reflects population~here a constant
background!. The TG signal clearly shows a decay with
similar time constants to those inM (t). As expected, the
signal is more sensitive to the dynamics as the pulse duration
becomes longer. Also as the input pulses are red-shifted from
the center transition frequency~1265 cm21!, the TG signal

shows less sensitivity to the dynamics. This is due to the fact
that the grating efficiency is increased as a result of the dy-
namic Stokes shift. The imaginary part ofg(t) causes the
absorption spectrum att to shift to the red and this results in
the probe pulse having a better overlap with the transient
absorption spectrum at timet. This partially cancels out the
decrease of the signal due to the loss of rephasing capability.
In the opposite case, where the input pulses are on the blue
side of the transition, both the rephasing and grating effi-
ciency decrease making TG more sensitive to the dynamics.

In TG ~and also in TA!, there is a spike near time zero
~peaked at;29 fs in Fig. 9!, the so-calledcoherent artifact.
The spike exists even when only the rephasing~properly
time-ordered! diagrams are considered. This spike is a result
of ultrafast dynamics in solution~here the Gaussian compo-
nent! and not purely a result of the nonproperly time ordered
diagrams as suggested previously.80,81~a! That is, the ultrafast
decrease of the TG signal is due to the ultrafast decay in
M (t) and the concomitant ultrafast decrease in the rephasing
capability. Figure 10 shows the contributions of each re-
sponse function separately. The nonproperly time ordered
diagrams (R3 ,R4) do make small contributions and are
peaked around zero delay. It is interesting to note, however,
thatR3 ~nonrephasing! is peaked at negative delay, whileR4
is peaked atT50.R1 andR2 have proper time orderings and
they contribute forT outside the pulse overlap region.R2
increases asT increases, as shown in Fig. 3~b!. The asymp-
totic value ofR1 andR2 is the same, since in the longT limit
P(3)(t8) is always a free induction decay. The sensitivity of
R1, however, is larger than that ofR2 and generates the
decay in the TG signal.

To show the versatility of the TG measurement a series
of model calculations were performed and the calculated re-
sults fitted to the functional form ofM (t) convoluted with a
Gaussian. In all cases, the TG signal followsM (t) closely. A
typical example is shown in Fig. 11. The modelM (t) used is
the same as for 3PEPS. The nonlinear least-square-fit results

FIG. 9. Model calculation of transient grating~TG! signals based anM (t),
which is the same as that used for Fig. 8 except here the damped cosinusoid
is dropped for clarity. Thus, there are two time scales inM (t): A;56 fs
component which gives rise to a spike aroundT530 fs and a 1 pscompo-
nent which produces a slow decay. The signals are normalized atT51000
fs. ~a! Pulse duration dependence while the detuning~Dv! is fixed at 0
cm21; ~b! Detuning dependence of TG signal with a fixed pulse duration of
20 fs.Dv is positive when the frequency of the pulse is smaller than the
resonance frequency.

FIG. 10. Calculated TG signal with the sameM (t) used in Fig. 9.Dv50
cm21 and the pulse duration520 fs. The signal from each response function
is shown separately. Inset shows the total TG signal. Note that theR2 con-
tribution is a rise, and that theR4 signal is peaked atT50 fs.
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for the TG case are also listed in Table I. Note that time zero
and the width of the Gaussian used in the convolution are
varied in the fit. When fixed, the fit becomes unacceptable
near time zero. The table shows that the calculated TG signal
follows M (t) closely. As in 3PEPS, the oscillations are
shifted~see Table I! although the shift is smaller in TG. The
TG, however, has an intrinsic background unlike 3PEPS.
The offset can be a serious limitation of the TG measure-
ment, since this intrinsic offset cannot be differentiated from
the static ~inhomogeneous! component inM (t). That is,
when the system has a static~on the time scale of the mea-
surement! component, there is an offset in 3PEPS whose
magnitude is proportional to the relative coupling strength of
the static component. The static component also appears as
an offset in TG, but the intrinsic offset in TG will make a
static component inM (t) undetectable. It is also harder in
TG to get information near time zero than in 3PEPS due to
the coherence spike, which arises almost entirely from the
ultrafast Gaussian component inM (t), at least in this calcu-
lation. Also note that the frequency of the oscillation is the
same as that inM (t), not doubled, although modulus
squared of the polarization is detected in the TG experiment.

E. Transient absorption

In a transient absorption~TA! measurement,k1 and k2
come from the same pulse, therefore they overlap in time and
have the same carrier frequency. The third-order polarization
has a phase-matching direction of2k11k11k3 ~5k3!. The
pulse sequence corresponds to the 3PE measurement while
varying T with t50 ~i.e., the same as in TG!. In TA, the
third-order polarization is created by the two interactions of
the pump pulse and one interaction of the probe pulse. Thus,
the third order polarization in TA is identical to that in TG,
and all of the signal characteristics in TG should also appear
in the TA measurement. In TA, however, the third-order po-
larization is heterodyned against the probe pulse and this
makes the measurement very different from TG. In a typical

transient absorption measurement, the probe difference in-
tensity with and without the pump pulse is measured as a
function of T, the delay between the pump and the probe.82,83

I ~T!}E
2`

`

dt8$uEpr~ t8!1E~3!~ t8!u22uEpru2%

52 Im vprE
2`

`

dt8 Epr~ t8!P~3!* ~0,T,t8!, ~10!

wherevpr andEpr are the carrier frequency and field enve-
lope of the probe pulse, respectively.E(3)(t8) is the electric
field created from the third order polarizationP(3)(t8). Thus
the measurement time window~t8! in TA is determined by
the probe pulse duration. The time window restriction plays
an important role on the sensitivity of the TA signal to the
solvation dynamics. By limiting the measurement time win-
dow, the rephasing of the third-order polarization which ap-
pears fort8 away from zero may not be fully detected. Nev-
ertheless the effect of the pulse duration and detuning have
the same trend as in TG, as is expected, since the time or-
derings are the same in the TA and TG measurements. When
the pump pulse is long, causing the rephasing term to be
dominant, and the probe pulse is also long, the TA signal is
sensitive to solvation and spectral diffusion processes. How-
ever, unlike the TG signal, when the probe pulse is short, the
TA signal is not sensitive to solvation, since the detection
time window is determined by the probe pulse duration. For
example in a TA signal calculation with the same

FIG. 12. Measured effects of high pulse intensity on the TG and two pulse
echo signals. Peak intensities are estimated assuming a 50m diameter beam
size and 20 fs long rectangular pulse shape. Intensities are given in W/cm2

for each beam. ~a! TG signal of IR144 in butanol: solid line,
intensity57.33109; dashed line, 3.73109; dash–dotted line, 1.93109; dot-
ted line, 7.53108. Further decrease of the intensity does not change the TG
signal. ~b! 2PE signal of HITCI in methanol in the2k112k2 phase-
matching direction: solid line, intensity58.13109; dashed line, 6.93109;
dash–dotted line, 3.43109; dotted line, 4.73108 W/cm2.

FIG. 11. Comparison of TG signal andM (t). Aside from an offset, the TG
signal followsM (t). TheM (t) and other parameters used are the same as in
Fig. 8. The solid line is a nonlinear least square fit to the calculated TG
signal. The fit function and results are listed in Table I.
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M (t) and parameters as in Fig. 9, the TA signal~not shown!
does not show any dynamics for a 10 fs pulse, and the TA
signal is actually a rise rather than a decay. This is because
the heterodyning picks up only the initial part of the third-
order polarization~vs t8! where the signal is independent of
T. The TA signal will also be more sensitive to detuning,
since the third-order polarization is heterodyned against the
probe pulse. For a detuning of 265 cm21, the TA signal is a
slight rise not a decay, and the dynamics can not be extracted
or give a very different time constant than the one fed in to
the calculation.

The contribution from each response function is similar
to that in TG, except in TA the rise ofR2 almost cancels out
the decay inR1, making the TA measurement less sensitive
to the dynamics. Also bothR3 andR4, the nonproperly time
ordered terms, are shifted to positive delays so that nowR3 is
centered at zero whileR4 is centered at positive delay. Sev-
eral TA calculations were carried out and compared with
M (t). A TA signal was calculated with the same model
M (t) used in 3PEPS~Fig. 8! and TG~Fig. 11!, and the fit
results are listed in Table I. It is to be noted that the time zero
and the width of the Gaussian used in the convolution are
also varied in the fit as in TG. When they are fixed, the fit
becomes unacceptable near time zero. Unlike 3PEPS and
TG, however, the time constants do not match quantitatively
with those inM (t). Of course when the dynamical part of
the signal is significant,M (t) can be obtained from the cal-
culated TA signal as well.

The TA signal has been calculated previously using the
optical Bloch model80,81~a!,84–86 except for studies by Cong
et al.81~b! and Bosmaet al.87 where the Brownian oscillator
model ~and the Kubo model! were used. It is easy to see in
the optical Bloch model that the coherence spike must come
from the nonproperly time ordered response functions as

shown previously.80,81~a!,84–86Conget al.,81~b! however, sug-
gested that part of the coherence spike originates from the
rapid solvent fluctuations~solvation dynamics!, and our
analysis is in agreement with their comments.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Intensity dependence

All of the TA, TG, and photon echo signals show inten-
sity dependence. The effect of high intensity shows up near
the pulse overlap region. The intensity effect can signifi-
cantly modify the initial ultrafast decay of the signal in TA
and TG~especially the amplitudes! and needs to be discussed
before presenting the main results. In addition for photon
echo measurements, the shape of the signal changes with
intensity and thus the peak shift is not well determined in the
high intensity region. Figure 12 shows the TG signal for
IR144 in methanol and two-pulse photon echo signals for
HITCI in methanol at various peak intensities. The intensity
dependence for both dyes is qualitatively similar, but the
threshold for observing the intensity dependent effect is
about four times higher in IR144 than in HITCI. Even for the
highest pulse energy available from the laser, the two pulse
echo ~2PE! signal of IR144 does not develop a full double
maximum as in HITCI, and only a shoulder appears. As the
intensity increases, the initial coherence spike becomes more
prominent in the TG signal. The TA signal also shows a
qualitatively similar power dependence to the TG signal. In
2PE the top of the signal flattens at lower intensities and
develops double maxima at higher intensities. The intensity
dependence is not related to a thermal grating, since the sig-
nal does not depend on either the repetition rate of the pulses
or the flow rate of the sample. The thermal grating is appar-

FIG. 13. 3PE signals for IR144 in methanol in two different phase matching
directions,2k11k21k3 ~solid line! andk12k21k3 ~dashed line!; ~a! T50
fs, ~b! T540 fs, and~c! T51.3 ps.

FIG. 14. 3PEPS vsT for IR144 in several solvents: solid line, methanol;
dashed line, ethanol; dash–dotted line, butanol; dotted line, ethylene glycol.
Note the different time ranges in the top and bottom figures.
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ent only when the cw mode-locked output~78 MHz train! is
used directly on a sample in a flow cell rather than a free jet.
Also the intensity dependence is not the effect of high dye
concentration~dense media effect!. Two samples with dye
concentrations different by an order of magnitude give iden-
tical results. Interestingly, the intensity dependence is corre-
lated with the saturation of the dye. That is, the intensity
dependence appears when the dye becomes significantly
saturated, i.e., when the change in transmission is no longer
proportional to the pump intensity. It is also interesting to
note that the saturation pulse intensity of HITCI is also
;four times lower than that of IR144.

A similar intensity dependence in photon echo signals
has been reported previously. Leoet al.88 reported 2PE in
semiconductors, in which a similar power dependence was
observed. At high intensity, the 2PE signal develops a double
maximum but the second peak appears at negative delay in
contrast to our data where an additional peak appears near
time zero. Leoet al. attributed the intensity dependence to
the result of polarization interactions between excitons. van

Burgel et al.89 also reported a similar intensity dependence
of 2PE signals ofJ-aggregates in water. They attributed the
intensity dependence to excited state~higher exciton bands!
absorption. The threshold intensity levels for observing the
intensity dependence in both studies were much lower than
that in the present study.

We believe the intensity dependence in our signals arises
from the interference of the third-order signal with higher-
order polarizations. The signals being observed are third-
order polarizations. However, there are always signals from
fifth-order polarizations radiating into the same phase-
matching direction. For example, the 2PE signals in
2k112k2 phase matching direction always have fifth-order
scattering with the same phase-matching direction, for ex-
ample2k11~k12k1!12k2, etc. Judging from the strength of
the pure fifth-order signal appearing at1k122k212k3, the

FIG. 15. TG signal of IR144 in methanol. Inset shows data out to 300 ps.

TABLE II. Three Pulse Echo peak shift and transient grating data for IR144 and HITCI in several solvents.~a!
Triple exponential fits plus a baseline to 3PEPS data~fits exclude;6 fs component arising from intramolecular
modes!. ~b! Three exponential fits to transient grating data.

~a!
A1,fs

a t1,fs
a A2,fs t2,ps A3,fs t3,ps

HITCI in glycerol. H2O 4.85 40.5 1.16 1.8 3.63 83
HITCI in ethylene glycol 5.0 42.5 1.77 2.6 3.69 99
IR144 in ethylene glycol 4.86 49.9 0.98 3.4 1.32 48
IR144 in methanol 5.26 65.0 1.31 1.4 0.91 11
IR144 in ethanol 4.94 61.2 1.19 3.05 0.77 27
IR144 in butanol 3.82 58.5 1.06 3.5 1.13 33
~b!

A2 t2, ps A3 t3, ps A4 t4, ps

IR144 in Methanolb 1~1! 1.3~0.9! 0.61~3.1! 9.9~10! 1.32~8.3! 127
IR144 in Ethanol 1 2.4 0.97 25 1.67 191
IR144 in Propanol 1 3.1 1.24 34 1.82 203
IR144 in Butanol 1 3.2 1.1 36 2.14 195
Cresyl Violet in ethylene glycol 3.8
LD690 in ethylene glycol 3.8

aNote that forA1 andt1, the simulation results in Table I show thatA1 is overestimated andt1 underestimated
in comparison to their actual values inM (t).
bThe numbers in parentheses are from TA measurements in methanol witht3 and t4 fixed at 10 ps and̀ ,
respectively.

TABLE III. Linear prediction-singular value decomposition results for the
TG signal from IR144 in ethanol.

Amplitude (Ai) Frequency~vi!, cm
21 T2, fs Phase~fi!, radian

0.0084 709 1800 20.09
0.0073 645 1600 1.09
0.037 571 580 1.61
0.17 479 260 21.18
0.067 437 1000 20.11
1 317 110 20.56
0.085 302 890 20.26
0.053 204 500 0.50
0.35 138 320 0.14
0.062 85 630 0.13
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amplitude of the fifth-order polarization may be comparable
to the third-order polarization at the highest intensity shown
in Fig. 12. Similar interference between third- and fifth-order
polarizations has been reported previously.90 Detailed analy-
sis of this higher-order interference is beyond the scope of
this paper and will not be pursued further. However, it is
critical to keep the intensity of the input beams low enough
to be free from the artifacts due to high intensity phenomena.
The pulse energies found to have negligible effect on the
signals are 200 and 50 pJ for IR144 and HITCI, respectively,
when a 10 cm focal length~singlet! lens is used~it gives
;80% transmission through a 50mm diameter pin hole!.

B. Three pulse photon echo peak shift

3PE signals from IR144 for several different polar sol-
vents were measured using 18;20 fs transform-limited
Gaussian pulses. Figure 13 shows typical 3PE signals for
IR144 in methanol in the two phase-matching directions
k12k21k3 and2k11k21k3 for several differentT values.
Each signal is almost symmetric and has its the peak shifted
from t50. Each signal is fitted to a Gaussian and the peak
shift is defined as half of the peak to peak distance between
the two Gaussians. In this way the peak shift is reproducible
within 60.3 fs. As shown in the previous sections, the peak
shift in the 3PE signal~for a fixed T! is a measure of the
difference between the echo signals of the rephasing side
~t.0! and that of the nonrephasing side~t,0!. Thus the
peak shift in 3PE at a particularT value is a measure of the
system’s ability to rephase~to cause an echo! after spending
timeT in a population state, and the 3PE peak shift vsT is a
indirect measure ofM (t).

Figure 14 shows the peak shift vs.T for several different
solvents. All of the data have common features. The 3PEPS
decays with several well-separated time scales: The peak
shifts decays from;12 fs atT50 to;8 fs in;20 fs, and to
;3 fs within 200 fs. After that 3PEPS decays slowly on two
time scales; a few ps and a few tens of ps. For very largeT,
the peak shift becomes near zero, indicating that there is no
static inhomogeneity in a room temperature liquid. It is in-
teresting to see that the 3PE peak shift for different solvents
are almost identical forT up to;500 fs. However, they are
clearly different in the long time scales as can be seen in the
top part of Fig. 14. The 3PEPS data excluding the portion
T,20 fs are fitted to three exponentials and the results listed
in Table II. It can be seen that the ultrafast time scale~t1! is
the same from methanol to ethylene glycol although their
viscosities are vastly different. The amplitudes of the ul-
trafast components are, however, solvent dependent. All of
the 3PEPS curves have identical oscillations, which originate
from intramolecular vibrations of IR144. The same oscilla-
tions are also found in the TG and TA measurements~vide
infra!.

Even though the initial drop~from ;12 to;8 fs in 20
fs! is within the pulse envelope, it is clear from our simula-
tions that it is not due to a finite pulse duration effect as
suggested previously.57 It is actually the result of rapid
spreading~destructive interference! of the intramolecular vi-

brational wave packets. That is, the intramolecular vibrations
have roughly zero phase and interfere constructively at time
zero~see Table III!. The;60 fs decay cannot be reproduced
using intramolecular vibrations and results from solvation
dynamics. This separation between intra- and intermolecular
motions is possible due to the subpulse duration time-
resolution in 3PEPS. For this system it provides an answer to
the long standing question of how to apportion the electronic
absorption width between intramolecular vibrations and sol-
vent motions. A more detailed analysis in terms ofM (t) will
be given in Sec. IV E.

C. Transient grating

TG signals for IR144 in the same solvents studied by
3PEPS were also measured. A typical TG signal, here for
methanol as solvent, is shown in Fig. 15. As shown in Sec.
III, the TG signals carry the same dynamical information as
in 3PEPS in addition to the population decay of the excited
electronic ~S1! state. TheS1 lifetime of IR144 in ethanol
measured with phase fluorometry is;600 ps,91 and in the
TG measurements it should appear as a;300 ps decay, since
a modulus squared ofP(3)(t8) is measured. TheS1 lifetime
obtained from the TG signals in this study is;400 ps~vide
infra!. Once the 200 ps lifetime component is removed from
the TG signal@by multiplication by exp~t/t!#, the TG signal
should reflect the same dynamical information as 3PEPS.
The TG signal has a spike peaking at;20 fs which is due to
the intramolecular vibrations as well as the ultrafast solva-
tion process.

We first fit the TG signal in the region free from the
coherence spike~T.100 fs! using a linear prediction singu-
lar value decomposition~LP-SVD! method.92,93The frequen-
cies identified by the LP-SVD are listed in Table III. The TG
signals are then fitted to three exponentials~again forT.100
fs! while the oscillatory part from the LP-SVD fit is fixed.
The results are listed in Table II~b! along with the 3PEPS
data@Table II~a!#. Note that the subscripts in the time con-
stants start from 2 to allow easy comparison with the 3PEPS
data. The;200 ps ~t4! component found in alcohols and
ethylene glycol is the lifetime component, not a reorienta-
tional relaxation, since it is more or less independent of sol-
vent. Reorientational relaxation times are very sensitive to
the solvent viscosity, while lifetimes are, in general, similar
in different solvents.94 The longest time constant in methanol
is 120 ps and is considerably shorter than the;200 ps found
in other solvents. Since all parallel polarizations have been
used in both 3PE and TG measurements, the reorientational
motion of the chromophore will affect the signal. In particu-
lar, the TG signal should contain a decay component reflect-
ing reorientational relaxation. The reorientation time of
IR144 has not been measured, but we can estimate it from
the values of similar dyes. For example, the reorientation
relaxation time of HITCI in methanol is measured to be 230
ps while it is 440 ps in propanol.94 In ethylene glycol, the
reorientation time of DODCI is;3.2 ns.95 IR144 is larger
than HITCI ~or DODCI!, and thus the reorientation time of
the IR144 should be longer than that of HITCI. In methanol
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it is plausible that the lifetime and the reorientation times are
comparable. In this case the 120 ps reflects both the lifetime
and the reorientation times. In the 3PE, however, the echo
intensity will be affected by the reorientational motion as in
TG, but the peak shift in 3PEPS may not be sensitive to the
reorientational motion just as the lifetime contribution does
not appear in the 3PEPS.

As in 3PEPS, the initial part of the TG signal in different
solvents are indistinguishable. Only the intermediate time
constants~t2 and t3! are significantly different in different
solvents. The two shorter time constants from the three ex-
ponential fit of TG signals match remarkably well with the
two picosecond time scales~t2 andt3! from the 3PEPS.This
clearly demonstrates that TG and 3PEPS measure the same
dynamics. Also listed, for comparison, in Table II~b! are de-
cay time constants from TG measurements of oxazine dyes
~cresyl violet and LD 690! in ethylene glycol96. The good
agreement of thet2 and t3 time constants using different
probe molecules strongly suggests that the dynamics respon-
sible for the time constants are mostly localized in solvent
coordinates.

The oscillation in the TG signal matches exactly with
that in 3PEPS with one exception: It is shifted by about110
fs from that in the 3PEPS. This shift is predicted in the
numerical calculations in Sec. III~see Table I!, and shows
that the experimental measurements are consistent with the
calculations. The vibrational frequencies obtained from LP-
SVD fit ~Table III! match closely with those from a Fourier
transform~not shown! of the oscillatory part of the TG sig-
nal. The vibrations may originate from either the ground or
the excited electronic states, and cannot readily be assigned
to a particular electronic state. The phases of the oscillations,
fi , are mostly near zero as simple wave-packet consider-
ation predicts.97 This results in a constructive interference at
zero time, which will lead to an ultrafast decay inM (t) near
time zero. The prominent coherent spike is a direct manifes-
tation of this constructive interference of the vibrational co-
herences.

D. Transient absorption

Figure 16 shows the TA signal for IR144 in methanol
measured with parallel pump and probe polarizations. The
signal is independent of the polarizations of the input pulse
~magic angle and perpendicular polarizations give identical
results at least for the time window shown in Fig. 16!. The
TA signal is fitted to a sum of three exponentials and a base
line convoluted with a Gaussian. The width of the Gaussian
and time zero are varied in the fit following the simulation in
Sec. III E. The fit results are also listed in Table II~b!. The
width of the Gaussian determined from the fit is 34 fs,
slightly longer than the width expected from an autocorrela-
tion of a 20 fs pulse~28.3 fs!. The time constants are similar
to the values found in the 3PEPS and TG, showing that TA
signal is also affected by the same dynamics measured in
3PEPS and TG. However, the 860 fs and 10 ps time con-
stants, are strongly correlated: A shorter time constant in the
range from 400 to 1200 fs fits with less than 1% increase in

x2 with a corresponding change in the longer time constant
~For example, time constants of 440 fs and 3.5 ps fit the TA
signal very well.! That is, the two time constants are not well
determined in the TA measurement. The coherence spike is
small in the TA measurement as also expected from the
simulation. Particularly in the TA signal from HITCI, the
coherence spike is very small at low pump pulse intensity
~,100 pJ!. However, this does not mean that the initial ul-
trafast process does not exist in the system. As shown in Sec.
III E, a subtle cancellation of the rephasing and nonrephasing
response functions can hide the ultrafast dynamics seen in
the 3PEPS and TG measurements, especially for a short
pulse excitation.

E. Obtaining M(t ) from the experimental data

In this section, we extract anM (t) from the experimen-
tal data and demonstrate that a singleM (t) can be used to
simulate the measured 3PEPS, TG, and TA signals.M (t)
contains all the relevant dynamical information on the inter-
action of the two electronic states and the bath, and may be
used for other purposes such as a calculation of a reaction
rate as shown by several authors.98 The procedure for deter-
miningM (t) is similar to the one reported previously.66

Based on the 3PEPS and TG measurements, theM (t)
may be divided into several separate contributions: intramo-
lecular vibrational modes,;100 fs initial ultrafast dynamics
~t1!, 1–4 ps processes~t2!, 10–100 ps processes~t3!. Among
these, only the picosecond processes~t2, t3! show significant
solvent dependence in the systems studied here. Thet2 and
t3 processes are clearly in the slow modulation limit and they
constitute Gaussian inhomogeneous broadening in the ab-
sorption spectrum. An exponentialM (t) with the same time
constant obtained in the 3PEPS is used to account for each
picosecond process. Thet1 process is usually regarded as an
inertial response of solvent, and itsM (t) must have zero
derivative at t50. The third-order measurements~3PEPS,
TG, and TA! are not very sensitive to the detailed form of
M (t) at short times, and either a near critically damped
Brownian oscillator (v i>2g i) or a Gaussian can be used.38

FIG. 16. TA signal of IR144 in methanol. Inset shows data out to 5 ps.
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For a mathematical simplicity, we use a Gaussian for thet1
process. Higher-order echoes can provide a more detailed
characterization of thet1 process.

38

In principle, the oscillatory portion ofM (t) can be con-
structed using damped sinusoids~or underdamped Brownian
oscillators67,99!, once their frequencies, damping time con-
stants, and displacements are known. However, there are
some practical difficulties in this. Typical dye molecules
used as probes have many displaced vibrations and their cou-
pling strengths~displacements! are, in general, not known. In
addition, the phases of the vibrational coherences are usually
not zero, though the phase is absent in the Brownian oscil-
lator model. We bypass these difficulties by using the experi-
mental data directly. That is, the oscillatory component in the
transient grating~TG! signal is used directly to construct a
portion ofM (t) assuming that in the course of generating the
TG signal through the response functions does not modify
the intramolecular vibrational portion ofM (t). There are two
potential problems in this method. First, if there are under-
damped solvent modes in the system, they are treated as part
of intramolecular vibrations. Of course this does not pose a
problem in the calculation of the signals, since intramolecu-
lar vibrations and underdamped solvent modes are not dis-
tinguishable in the calculation. However, the interpretation
of the results can be very different. Second, accurate mea-
surement of the oscillatory components near zero delay is not
possible. Near time zero, the oscillation is coupled with the
ultrafast solvent response as well as with the coherence
spike. Thus the oscillatory components of the TG signal for
T.100 fs ~Table III! are extrapolated to time zero. Specifi-
cally the TG signal away from the coherence spike~T.100
fs! is fitted using the linear prediction singular value decom-
position ~LP-SVD! method~Table III!. The result from LP-
SVD is extrapolated toT5210 fs and shifted by110 fs.
TheM (t) determined in this way, however, has some uncer-
tainty in its amplitude forT,100 fs. For a good fit to the
experimental TG and 3PEPS data, a constant multiplication
factor forT,100 fs was needed. Thus the functional form of
M (t) is given by

M ~ t !5A1 exp@2~ t/t1!
2#1A2 exp~2t/t2!1A3

3exp~2t/t3!1(
i
Ai exp~2t/T2,i !

3cos~v i t1f i !1Ain , ~11!

whereA’s are the relative coupling strengths, andAin is a
relative static~inhomogeneous! contribution. The values in
Table III are used for the parameters in the damped cosinu-
soid term. To obtain the imaginary part of the line broaden-
ing function, g(t), the reorganization energies,li , are
needed. For thet1, t2, andt3 processes in Eq.~11!, the high
temperature limit values, i.e.,l i5\^Dv i

2&/2kBT are used.
For the oscillatory component,li’s for underdamped Brown-
ian oscillators are used67

l i5
^Dv i

2&
2v i

•S 1

exp~\v i /kBT!21
1
1

2D
21

. ~12!

Among the parameters in Eq.~11!, only the coupling
strengths andt1 are undetermined,t2 and t3 being deter-
mined directly from the 3PEPS data. As shown in Sec. III,
M (t) can be best determined by 3PEPS. Also 3PEPS has
two advantages over TG and TA: It is almost insensitive to
the imaginary part ofg(t), and 3PEPS calculated in the im-
pulsive limit is very close to the 3PEPS calculated with a
finite pulse duration, allowing efficient fitting of the 3PEPS
data using a standard nonlinear least-square fit. TheM (t)
determined for IR144 in methanol is shown in Fig. 17. It
shows that the contributions from the initial ultrafast~t1!
process and the vibrational contribution are very similar in

FIG. 18. Comparison of calculated and measured signals usingM (t) from
Fig. 20. ~a! 3PEPS,~b! TG, and~c! TA. A pulse duration of 20 fs and a
detuning of 370 cm21 are used in the calculated signals.

FIG. 17. The electronic transition frequency correlation function,M (t),
obtained from experimental 3PEPS and TG data for IR144 in methanol:
Dashed line, totalM (t); dotted line, ultrafast Gaussian component inM (t);
solid line, oscillatory component arising from intramolecular vibrational
motion.
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this system.t1 is determined to be 105 fs, which is longer
than the time constant obtained from the direct fit of the
3PEPS data.

NowM (t), determined mostly from 3PEPS, can be used
to calculate the TG and TA signals. In fact, one can calculate
any linear or nonlinear spectroscopic signal once the system
M (t) is known. The calculated 3PEPS, TG, and TA signals
using the sameM (t) are shown in Fig. 18 together with the
experimental data. The calculated and measured signals
match closely. In particular, the coherence spikes in the TG
and TA signals are well reproduced. An absorption spectrum
calculated from the sameM (t), together with the absorption
spectrum of IR144 in methanol, is shown in Fig. 19. The
laser pulse spectrum used in the measurement is also shown
for comparison. The calculated absorption spectrum is asym-
metric, and its peak is shifted by;950 cm21 from zero. The
calculated Stokes shift is then 23950 cm21, and is close to
the Stokes shift of IR144 in methanol~;2000 cm21!. The
disagreement between the calculated and measured spectra
on the high frequency side probably results from the fact that
the laser spectrum overlaps with the red side of the spectrum
only. It is also possible that a high frequency mode was not
impulsively excited and thus missed in the analysis of the
TG data.

V. DISCUSSION

In Sec. III, we have shown theoretically that several
third-order time domain measurements, namely, 3PEPS, TG,
and TA, can give information on nuclear dynamics. We de-
scribed in detail how the~solvation! dynamics is manifested
in the third-order time domain measurements. In essence, the
sensitivity to dynamics arises from the fact that there are two
coherence periods,t and t8, separated by a population pe-
riod, T, and that the correlation between the two coherence
periods may be lost duringT. During the coherence times,

the electronic phases are determined by the transition fre-
quencyveg(t). When the phase evolutions of the two coher-
ence periods are correlated, the third-order polarization is
different from that created when they are not correlated,
which is just an FID. In a sense 3PEPS~and also TG/TA!,
through the rephasing term, records the difference in time
evolution between the two coherence periods separated byT.
Thus, even though the line broadening functiong(t) @see
Eq.s~3! and~4!#, which gives the free induction decay mani-
fested by the linear absorption spectrum, does not show any
prominent sign of dynamics, 3PEPS can pick out the dynam-
ics occurring during the population period,T.

The main difference between the photon echo measure-
ments and the TG/TA measurements is that the duration of
the coherence periods are controllable parameters~t actively
but t8 only passively! in an echo measurement while they are
determined by the pulse duration in TG/TA measurements.
Thus the sensitivity to dynamics is dependent on the pulse
duration in TG/TA, while 3PEPS is more or less insensitive
to pulse duration. Also the TA signal is less sensitive to the
dynamics than TG, due to the heterodyning of the third-order
polarization against the probe pulse. Using numerical simu-
lations, we have demonstrated each technique’s capability.
3PEPS is shown to be the most robust and clear measure-
ment of the fluctuation on the optical transition frequency,
M (t), while the dynamics other than population relaxation
extracted from TA measurements may not represent true dy-
namical time scales of the system. TG measurements can
give reliable information on dynamics, although a static con-
tribution may not be obtained from TG measurement. Also,
it is difficult to obtain an accurateM (t) near time zero due to
the coherence spike.

The coherence spikeis a conspicuous feature in both
calculated and measured TG/TA signals near time zero. The
coherence spike has been calculated previously in the optical
Bloch model.80,81,84,85 In the Bloch model, the coherence
spike originates from the nonproperly time ordered Feynman
diagrams (R3 ,R4). If one attempts to simulate a coherent
spike as strong as that observed in the TG/TA experiments
using only the nonproperly time-ordered terms, the param-
eters become physically unrealistic—the dynamics approach
the Bloch limit. Of course in this case, 3PEPS~and TG/TA!
cannot be reproduced. It is shown through numerical calcu-
lations that the spike arises almost entirely from the initial
ultrafast decay inM (t) not from the nonproperly time-
ordered terms in the response functions, at least for the range
of parameters used here. Thus the termcoherence spike, not
to mentioncoherence artifact, is not appropriate, since it is
not a result of a coherent interaction between the pump and
probe pulses.

The dynamics of polar chromophores in polar solvents
shows a rather universal dynamical behavior. The dynamics
occurring on systems studied here may be represented by
four well separated time scales: an intramolecular vibrational
component, an ultrafast~;100 fs! decay, 1;4 ps, and
10;100 ps. The intramolecular vibrations make an impor-
tant contribution, but can be separated from the solvation
dynamics and will not be discussed here. Of course the num-

FIG. 19. Calculated~solid line! and measured~dashed line! absorption spec-
trum using theM (t) in Fig. 17. The spectrum of the light pulses~dotted
line! used in the 3PEPS, TG, and TA measurements are also shown for
comparison.
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ber of time scales really needed~or the number of actual
physical processes! is somewhat arbitrary and the above
three time scales represent a minimum number consistent
with the experimental results.

To discuss the significance of the time scales revealed by
the 3PEPS data~Table II!, we first note that Choet al.77 has
recently shown that the 3PEPS curve quantitatively follows
M (t) @5S(t) in the high temperature limit, Eqs.~1! and~2!#
for T>100 fs. For shorter times, as the simulations presented
in Table I show, the amplitude of the fastest component in
M (t) is overestimated, and its time scale is underestimated
by fitting 3PEPS data. Thus the componentst2 and t3 in
Table II can be compared directly with the comprehensive
fluorescence Stokes shift study of Coumarin 153 in many
solvents reported by Maroncelli and co-workers.16 The cor-
respondence is good—for example, for IR144 in methanol,
we find t251.4 ps andt3511 ps with relative amplitudes of
1.41:1, whereas Hornget al.16 obtain 3.2 and 15.3 ps with
relative amplitudes of 1.14:1 for Coumarin 153 in the same
solvent. In ethylene glycol, their two longest times are 5 and
32 ps with relative amplitudes of 0.59:1, whereas we obtain
3.4 and 48 ps~0.74:1!. Similar levels of agreement exist for
ethanol and butanol; however, in the latter solvent Horng
et al.16 found an additional 133 ps component which would
appear static in our measurements. As the extensive analysis
of Horng et al.16 shows, the picosecond time scale relax-
ations undoubtedly arise from dielectric relaxation process
and can be quantitatively predicted from frequency depen-
dent dielectric data via the dynamical mean spherical
approximation100–102or more sophisticated theories such as
those due to Raineriet al.23 or Roy and Bagchi.22 Simula-
tions based on detailed molecular charge distributions28,103

imply small differences between different~large! solutes, so
that exact correspondence is not necessarily to be expected
between experiments using different probes. Thus, the differ-
ences seen in HITCI and IR144 in ethylene glycol in Table II
seem quite reasonable.

The ultrafast component in solvation dynamics was first
observed by Rosenthalet al.28 in acetonitrile and methanol29

and by Jimenezet al. in water.30 Optical Kerr,104–108far in-
frared absorption spectra,109 and a large body of
simulation18–20 and theory21–24 also support the idea of ul-
trafast component arising from librational~i.e., rotational!
motions and dominated by the first solvation shell. Simula-
tions and instantaneous normal mode analyses imply that this
ultrafast component is entirely Gaussian in nature and results
from free ~small amplitude! motions of solvent molecules
that can be regarded equivalently from single molecule or
collective perspectives.21~c! However, the normal mode
analyses are currently restricted to harmonic normal modes,
and as Olender and Nitzan25 have recently pointed out, if the
strongly coupled modes are coupled to a large set of other
modes~i.e., in the language of gas phase spectroscopy IVR
occurs! the Gaussian component may exist only on physi-
cally irrelevant time scales. In other words, in this case, very
fast dynamics can still occur but it will appear dissipative
~exponential! rather than reversible~Gaussian!. Third-order
measurements such as 3PEPS are rather insensitive to this

distinction. In earlier work,38 we used fifth-order experi-
ments to show that the initial dynamics of HITCI in ethylene
glycol are better described as Gaussian than exponential.
HITCI has a significantly smaller intramolecular vibrational
contribution to the dynamics than IR144, however, in Ref.
38 we did not attempt to separate intramolecular and solvent
contributions to the fifth-order signals and further work
along these lines is clearly desirable.

Turning to the ultrafast components in the peak shift
reported in Table II, we first note that, for example, with
IR144 in methanol thet1 of 65 fs corresponds to a Gaussian
t1g @i.e., exp@2(t/t1g)

2# in M (t)# of 105 fs. This is in good
accord with the recent simulation of Kumar and
Maroncelli103 who obtaint1g;80 fs for Coumarin 153 in
methanol. Our results differ quantitatively from the fits of
their fluorescence Stokes shift data given by Hornget al.,16

which it must be noted had significantly lower time resolu-
tion than the present study. For methanol the average of the
two fastest components~30 and 280 fs! given by Hornget al.
is 98 fs. Similarly in ethanol the average is 92 fs. For butanol
and ethylene glycol, however, the fastest components ob-
served in the fluorescence data are 243 and 187 fs, respec-
tively, whereas 3PEPS shows;100 fs components inM (t)
for both solvents. The amplitude of the fastest component~s!
decreases with increasing size in the 1-alkanols~Table II!
consistent with the fluorescence results in methanol and eth-
anol. However, even given that the fits in Table II overesti-
mate the amplitude of the fastest component inM (t), the
overall amplitude of the ultrafast component~excluding vi-
brations!! is significantly larger in the echo data than in the
fluorescence data.

The time scale of the ultrafast solvation component is
remarkably similar in the systems studied here. IR144 in
polar aprotic solvents such as acetonitrile, chloroform, and
benzonitrile shows very similar time scales.110A very similar
time scale is also found for IR144 in a room temperature
glass~PMMA!.110 This latter finding is perhaps not so sur-
prising in the light of Maroncelli’s ‘‘frozen cage’’
simulation19 or the instantaneous normal mode description of
Stratt and Cho21~c! and Ladanyi and Stratt.21~b! For the sys-
tems studied here, the 100 fs component accounts for
roughly half of the total solvation energy. Following the ini-
tial work of Cho et al.,106 Scherer and co-workers55 have
used the spectral density obtained from optical Kerr mea-
surements to interpret echo data. In many cases this may
work well for predicting the ultrafast dynamics. Acetonitrile
seems to be such a case and Ladanyi and Klein111 have
shown that the polarizability anisotropy spectral density and
solvation spectral density are very similar~and both are
dominated by rotational motions! as was initially guessed by
Cho et al.106 In general, however, the weighting factors for
the bare liquid density of states may show quite different
frequency dependence for different observables, and it will
be interesting to explore this topic for a wide range of sys-
tems via 3PEPS measurements.

The picosecond components in TA/TG measurements
have been discussed in terms of vibrational relaxation.60,96
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The present study, however, strongly suggests that they
originate from the dielectric solvation relaxation. 3PEPS
measurements on a room temperature glass110 also strongly
support this view. In a 3PEPS measurement of IR144 in a
glass PMMA at room temperature, no picosecond time scales
were found.110 Were they from vibrational relaxation, they
would be equally present in a glass at room temperature.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The peak shift of the 3PE signal reflects the asymmetry
of the signal. To be more precise, it is a measure of the
difference between the signal decay on the rephasing side
~t.0! and that on the nonrephasing side~t,0!. Thus the
shift in 3PE is a measure of the system’s ability to rephase
~to cause an echo!, i.e., the system’s degree of retained
memory of its Bohr frequency after spending a time,T, in a
population state. The population state includes both ground
and excited electronic states. In this sense the peak shift mea-
surement as a function ofT is an indirect way of measuring
M (t), and it should followM (t) at least qualitatively. We
have shown through numerical simulation that the 3PEPS
indeed followM (t) closely. Very recently Choet al.77 have
been able to show analytically that this is so. One remarkable
aspect of 3PEPS is its ability to pick out dynamical informa-
tion from t50 even when a moderately long pulse is em-
ployed. This allows accurate separation of intramolecular un-
derdamped oscillations and intermolecular solvation
dynamics. Also unlike TG or TA measurements, which give
information only on population dynamics in the impulsive
limit, 3PEPS is fully responsive to solvent solute coupling in
the impulsive limit. It is also very sensitive to oscillatory
contributions and can pick out intramolecular vibrations
which may not be easily resolvable in a TA or TG measure-
ments. Other features that make 3PEPS attractive are its in-
sensitivity to the population dynamics and its unique capa-
bility to pick out a static~inhomogeneous! component in
M (t). We will take up this in more detail elsewhere.77,110

3PEPS, however, is a two-dimensional technique~t andT!
and requires a longer time both for data acquisition and cal-
culation of signal than does TA or TG.

We have shown that transient absorption~TA! and tran-
sient grating~TG! can also be used for the study on solvation
dynamics. It is important to recognize that the sensitivity of
the TG and TA signals to the solvation dynamics originates
from the finite pulse duration. A finite field envelope pro-
vides a nonzerot contribution to the signal, and by the same
mechanism as in the echo measurement, namely the rephas-
ing and subsequent loss of the rephasing capability by solva-
tion, the signals become sensitive to the solvation. After re-
moving the contribution from population relaxation, the
remainder of the decay is due to the solvation dynamics. The
TG measurement can be a reliable technique for the study of
solvation dynamics. TA, however, may not be reliable tech-
nique for solvation studies for several reasons: It is perhaps
too sensitive to the experimental conditions such as pulse
duration and center wavelengths. This is due to the rising
contribution from the nonrephasing~R2! response term~in

3PEPS,R1 determines the peak shift in the impulsive limit!.
Though both TG and TA suffer from the same problem, this
problem is usually accentuated in TA due to the heterodyn-
ing of the third-order polarization. One way to make the TG
more sensitive to the dynamics is to adjust the overlap of the
first two pulses. That is, by placing a small time delay be-
tween the first two pulses in a TG experiment, it will be
possible to separately pick outR1 ~t.0! or R2 ~t,0!.

The applicability of the theoretical and numerical results
are demonstrated experimentally. We also have presented
new data on the solvation dynamics in polar protic solvents.
By virtue of the subpulse duration time resolution in the
3PEPS technique the intramolecular vibrational contribution
to electronic dephasing, which often obscures the intermo-
lecular dynamics or at least hampers the interpretation, can
be isolated. This allows us to resolve the ultrafast solvation
process accurately. The initial ultrafast solvation dynamics
occurs in;100 fs period and is similar in time scale for the
solvents studied. The amplitude of the 100 fs component in
the solvation response decreases by;30% from methanol to
butanol. A strong solvent dependence is apparent on picosec-
ond time scales. The picosecond relaxation time scales match
well with fluorescence data, and predictions based on mo-
lecular models using frequency dependent dielectric data as
input.
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